
1. Build a Wall 

2. Repeal Obamacare

5. Restrict Abortion Rights

10. Religious Conscience/War 
on Christians

3. ISIS

9. Islamic Fear-mongering

7. Deny Climate Change

4. 2nd Amendment

6. Our Forefathers

14. Awkwardly Pander to Minorit ies

13. Benghazi

11. Hillary's Emails

12. Obama's a Socialist

8. Dodge Evolution Question

1. Arbitrarily divide room in two. Don't let anyone cross for any 
reason. Especially if  they're refugees!!

2. Wear f ive bandaids on your face. Get used to them because 
they'l l pretty much be your only medical recourse without 
health insurance!!!

3. Your host has hidden a small army f igurine somewhere in their 
apartment. You have 10 minutes to f ind it. Don't be afraid to 
damage property or communities in the process!

4. You get to carry the dartgun for the rest of the night and shoot 
anyone and everyone indiscriminately. Thanks constitution!

5. You get to make every woman in the room drink (because their 
bodies are totally yours to control!!!)

6.  Write a 2 paragraph-long erotic passage about one of our 
country's infall ible founders (make sure to include a lot of juicy 
slavery anecdotes)

7. Turn thermostat to 90 degrees and then spend the rest of the 
night talking about how cold you are.

8.  Walk around on all fours for the rest of the night
9. Wear a blindfold for the rest of the night and don't be afraid to 

lash out at anything you don't understand/ recognize!
10.Grab a Bible. Close your eyes. open to a random page and put 

your f inger down. Follow that rule for remainder of night.
11.. Read the last email you sent aloud (in entirety, no matter how 

irrelevant or boring.
12.No sharing. Don't let anyone share!
13. Watch trailer for 13 Hours (Michael Bay movie about Benghazi. 

No we're not kidding)
14. Change Instagram Handle to @ihaveblackfriends

Rules

Pick a Candidate

When your candidate  says 
a "Dumb-Quote", take a 
drink.

Each "Dumb Quote" is 
accompanied by a "Dumb 
Punishment", which you are 
to perform along with 
drinking
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Dumb Quotes Dumb Punishments

Materials: Alcohol, Bandaids, Small Army Figurine, Dartgun, 
Objectif ied Women, Pen and Paper, Thermostat, Blindfold, Bible,

Dumbuzzfeed Presents:
Republican Debate Drinking Game
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